DOWN SLEEPING BAGS - Goose vs. Duck
• Fill Power (FP) is the measurement of 1oz (28.34g) of Down. The higher the fill
power, the more air that is trapped and the greater the thermal efficiency.
• Duck Down and Goose Down are both equally efficient insulators. 600FP Goose
Down and 600FP Duck Down have the same thermal efficiency for the same
weight and volume of Down. 650FP Duck (or Goose) Down is approximately 9%
more thermally efficient than 600PF Goose (or Duck) Down.
• Longevity of any sleeping bag depends upon proper storage and care. With
proper care and storage, the longevity of Goose and Duck Down before they begin
to lose their thermal efficiency is: Goose Down = 25 years / Duck Down = 20 years.
• Marmot Down Quality Guarantee - Marmot works with our Down Suppliers to
guarantee proper processing, assuring the highest quality Down available.
Properly processed Duck Down and Goose Down are both hypoallergenic and have
minimum odor when wet.
• Marmot Testing Procedure - Marmot continually tests every batch of Down we use
in our Sleeping Bags. Marmot uses the same dual testing procedure for all its
Goose Down and Duck Down. First, IDFL certifies every batch from our supplier
before shipment and, after arriving at our factory, every batch is retested by IDFL
and/ or Marmot in-house to confirm quality.
• Marmot continues to manufacture sleeping bags with the same experienced
factory partners that we’ve been with for over 15 years. Additionally, Marmot
continues to fill all 800FP and 850FP bags at our headquarters in California.
• Marmot continues to EN Test all Sleeping Bags, Goose and Duck, to assure
accurate and consistent temperature ratings.
• Marmot is committed to the highest quality standards for fabrics, materials and
construction. The combination of high quality materials, superior construction,
and industry leading features make Marmot Down Sleeping Bags a tremendous
value.
• Marmot Sleeping Bags are ALL Guaranteed For Life.

